Managing cash is vital for all retail businesses, especially for stores handling high volumes of currency. However, manual cash handling can be extremely time-consuming, and there are numerous opportunities for mistakes. Manual record-keeping can also limit access to information for cash forecasting and management.

To meet these challenges, today’s smart safes can virtually remove manual cash handling from a store’s operation, making your retail operation less susceptible to theft or cash mishandling. Built-in communications capabilities can accelerate funds availability, improving productivity and lowering cash-handling costs.

**PNC DELIVERS**

With PNC’s Remote Safe Solution service, you can manage the cash process at the cashier level for fast, accurate balancing, while at the same time ensuring accountability and security within the store.

The Remote Safe Solution also helps to improve store productivity, eliminating the need to prepare the deposit for delivery to a branch or for an armored carrier pickup. Completion of a deposit ticket is no longer necessary with this solution.

Since the smart safe captures data electronically, information can be aggregated for a single store or across an entire network of locations, providing timely information to improve cash flows and funding decisions. This same technology enables the smart safe to transmit daily cash totals to PNC for posting to your bank account.
HOW IT WORKS

• Insert bills through the currency acceptor, and the technology validates the denomination and provides counterfeit detection scans.
• Complete your “end-of-day” process and reconcile the point-of-sale (POS) data with information captured by the smart safe.
• Transmit the daily cash receipt totals electronically to PNC for posting to your bank account.
• Based on predetermined schedules, the armored carrier will arrive to retrieve full cassettes of cash for transport to the main cash vault.

A SOLUTION FOR EVERY DEPARTMENT

Operations

• PNC’s Remote Safe Solution reduces time spent on cash-handling functions, helping to ensure procedural compliance and improve productivity.

Cash managers

• Automating the cash-handling process virtually eliminates human error when accepting cash, counting and reconciling the cash, and balancing individual cashiers at the end of the day.

Loss prevention

• A smart safe enables you to take cash handling out of a store’s cash operation, removing temptation and helping to eliminate the threat of theft or mishandling.

Treasury manager

• Built-in communications enable the smart safe to post daily cash receipts without the need to visit the branch or wait for the armored carrier pickup.